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Article 15

Ventura: Foreword

FOREWORD
The Honorable Jesse Venturat
One thing that has amazed me in my travels around Minnesota
is how everyone is clamoring for newer and faster technology.
Even at a rural meeting in northern Minnesota on the needs of agriculture, the main issue turned out to be a demand for improved
Internet access. Children in school are learning to use computers
alongside their first classes in reading and writing. Businesses that
fail to get the latest technology risk losing their competitive edge.
The digital age is changing everything, and government needs to
change right along with it.
Government exists in order to serve the people, and technology is a tool that can improve our level of service. One of the reasons people hate to get involved with government is that it seems
you are always standing in long lines to get forms, buy a license or
to get a few questions answered. Technology gives us a way to get
rid of these lines. Who knows, if going online to get a fishing license or information about new regulations turns out to be an easy
and efficient process, maybe people will start having a more positive attitude toward government. Maybe this positive attitude can
be a step toward more involvement in the entire democratic process.
Technology can create greater efficiency in government operations, which could end up costing taxpayers less money. Then everybody becomes a winner. Services are improved, government is
more responsive and taxpayers save money.
When I campaigned for Governor, I learned the value of using
the Internet to tap into the grassroots voter. My campaign staff set
up a web site to communicate our policy proposals directly to our
supporters. It was an inexpensive way to communicate, without
holding our breath to see if the mainstream media would publicize
our positions. We would have turned very blue. To me democracy
t
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is about people communicating with each other, not just ideas filtering down from some expert on a newspaper or television station.
With technology, free speech belongs to everyone, not just those
who work for the media.
I predict that technology will strengthen democracy by letting
grassroots people unite with each other. They don't need a major
political party to get connected with each other anymore. They do
not need millions of dollars to get their ideas out where anybody
can read it. They do not need some political expert to tell them
what ideas are important. It can work. Technology can redistribute power. I know. If I can do it, anybody can do it.
I say that government should do whatever it can to give power
back to the people. Why not? The government belongs to the
people. One way government can make a difference is through
sensible and timely policies that take into account how technology
is changing the world.
My Chief Technology Officer for Minnesota, Commissioner
David Fisher, wrote the following article that outlines several policy
initiatives. As always, it is the goal of the Ventura-Schunk Administration to serve citizens through policies that have definite results.
We want an approach to technology that will strengthen democracy, streamline government and make sure Minnesota is competitive in the twenty-first century.
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